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PHOTO FINISH
ANTIQUE
BOWL

PILLOWS
I adore gorgeous soft
furnishings. These are two of
my favourite cushions. One
is a petit point cushion and
the other has silk roses with
a message we all need to
remember daily.

This is my
favourite
antique handcarved jade bowl
and wooden stand.
It is the perfect
objet d’art item that
holds my favourite
flower – a scented gardenia.

CATHERINE
CHRISTIE
The artist shows Jade Jurewicz her favourites

ATTIRE AND PRIYA
My Atlas pearls and blue
denims are two items I
cannot live without. I
love the combination of
casual and luxury
together to form a
stunning contrast. My
toy cavalier, Priya (which
means beloved in
Sanskrit) is never far
from my side and would
certainly win out above
all the worldly things I
find dear.

PAINTING
I’m currently the artist in residence at Atlas Pearls and Perfumes
and this artwork on display, titled Driftwood, is one of my favourite
works. Surprisingly, it hasn’t found a home yet and is waiting for a
special owner. This piece has luminous textures and washes,
which reflect the beautiful weathered
effect of sun and ocean.
SACRED
TREASURES
These were
collected from
all around the
world. These
icons are
precious
because they
remind me of
the divine in all.

PICTURE: STEWART ALLEN

VINTAGE CAMISOLE
AND PERFUME
I just love this secondhand camisole made
of pink silk, tulle and
Swarovski crystals.
It matches perfectly
with my new signature
perfume Narciso
Rodriguez.
CRYSTALS
I love crystals. My most recent purchase was
from Lulu & I, my favourite luxury item store in
Cottesloe. The Crystal Bible was a recent
birthday gift from my mum.

SCULPTURE
This buck head
sculpture was
made by a
renowned
African artist,
Simba, who uses
old car wrecks to
create these
magical, native
wildlife
renditions.

Catherine is the artist in residence at Atlas Pearls and Perfumes, Shop 1,
47-49 Bay View Tce, Claremont. For more information, visit
www.catherinechristie.com.au.

